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This research will discuss different ways through which customer response to new products launched by
nestle, is assessed. The foundations of brand identity are laid by the brand through its nomenclature,
packaging, logo, and communication. What are some major trends that are used by market intermediaries?
Online marketing helps companies to interact directly with its customers without any middleman. Differences
in male and female consumer making decision process. When marketing digitally, companies have little or no
information regarding their consumers. Lots of powerful brand-driven advertising makes a successful
marketing strategy for any company. This research will talk about what customers expect from company in
terms of ethics and how it shapes their perceptions. How do market leaders keep their share of the market
while continually working towards getting a larger market share? Every brand should consider how people
will take it or absorb the brand identity in. For me the channel has been pretty successful with execution of
their idea of entertainment for youth by their well thought colour scheme, logo and the theme. Topic
5:Collectivism and individualism are elements of a culture. Delivered in parts, so you can review and provide
feedback while we develop your full dissertation. So the big idea has to be supported with a campaign which
is going to take a product into a long term period. Studying these behaviors and patterns helps companies
understand how they should target their customers and what aspects they should focus on. Of different pricing
strategies, premium pricing strategies are adopted for luxury products. One of the main things to worry about
which is the title may end up being easier to decide upon than you think. Corporate and marketing ethics are
extremely important for companies. Shahzad Nawaz 8: what makes it different and appealing as compared to
other music channels? He has been a part of AAG TV since six years; from Bilal I asked some relevant
questions as he is working in AAG TV as a creative person, he enlightens both the terms brand and the
product F a t a h y a b 22 by explaining them logically. How a brand projects or positions itself in its target
market, affects how consumers respond to it ultimately. See when you are looking at a consumer, consumer is
basically the king, right, whatever the consumer wants you have to provide it, he is basically the driver of the
brand, because if your so called consumer wants sitcom to be aired on your channel you have to give that. I am
thankful to Ms. A comparison between the sales of battery and free range chickens. And here we are. It is a
platform for the youth. After doing research I found out how important brand identity is and how significant is
to develop a brand identity if it is just launched. Finally, at the program level â€” new content should be
developed to sustain the brand promise. We might be affected by them in our everyday life either through
advertising via various mediums or through social interaction, yet gaining attention of potential customers and
buyers or reinforcing the brand has become difficult due to increasing competition. In simple words: No
Bhashan lectures.


